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MINUTES OF ZA Annual General Meeting, 30 October 2011 
  
 
Meeting chaired by Alan Wilkinson (business started at 1. 25 pm, finished at 2.15 pm 
followed by party till c. 5.00 pm) 
  
Present: Aivet Phiri, Alan Wilkinson, Andrew Chikonde, Blessings Chimberenga, Chipo Shamuyarira, 
Chipo Nhandara,  Christina Ndlovu, Clemence Hwandi, Cleophas Tapambwa, Comforter Zibhowa, 
David Kasiyamhuru, Dianah Mahachi, Edith Nenohwe, Edward Mutamiswa, Emma Chigorimbo, Eric 
Fripp, Ernest Zvoma Handsen Chikowore, Howard Lane, Joan Weir, Joseph Nyoni, Julia Chigorimbo, 
Juliet Chawatama, Khuluza Mlotshwa,  Kizito Chaka, Lawrence Madziva, Lillian Chirombe, Lister 
Manjeya, Louisa Musaerenge, Louisa Pennell,  Luka Phiri, Madziwa,  Margaret Ling, Margaret 
Makanda, Marsha Sanders, Mary Matambanadzo, Mercy Muranganwa, Mildred Mukamba,  Misi Ndlovu, 
Molly Ngaivimbe, Mustafu Mutumbwinda,  Patrick Manjeya, Patrick Sibanda,  Patson Muzuwa, Pelagia 
Zigangwe, Ranga Mukanda, Ray Pennell,  Rejoice Mahwada, Richard Taruvinga, Sam Pennell, Sara 
Sarudzayi Pfende, Sarah Harland, Sinead Parsons, Sixpence Collen Mutambo,  Stanley Zvekare, Stella 
Maravanyika, Taku, Thabani Sibanda and children, Thoko Mazura, Timothy Mapara, Tom Spicer, Victor 
de Waal, Vimbai Chirisa, Violet Moyo, Vongayi Nidza, Wadzanayi Mupandawana, Yenzani Moyo, 
Zedzere, Zenzile Chabuka 
  
Apologies: Albert Herskovits, Baroness D’Souza, Brian Chikwava, Brian Rees, Caroline Witts, Delina T 
Mutyambizi, Joel Joffe, Jonathan Ellis, Lord Hylton, Mark Olden, Martha Chimbetete, Mazwi Lujika, 
Pelani Ziba, Richard Bourne,  Tim Finch, Tony Savage 

  
 
Welcome:  
Chair Alan Wilkinson welcomed the members on behalf of the Board of Trustees. A message 
from one of the ZA patrons, Brian Chikwava, was read out to the meeting:  
 
 

Greetings to you all, good people who fly the flag of the ZA; 
those who have been instrumental in making  the ZA the extended family that it is today. 

 
That includes everyone: 

those who have been helping others of us overcome the difficulties of being far from home; 
those who have, in one way or another, found a home in any of the many ZA drop in centres; 
and the many others who have pointed others to what the ZA can offer fellow Zimbabweans. 

 
Thank you all! 

 
The one thing that ties up all of us in these times is empathy and understanding, attributes 

that are ever in short supply the world over, though they remain at the core of the ZA. 
 

I hope we will continue to cherish the spirit of empathy and understanding, and extend it to 
others as the ZA evolves in the future, as drop-in centres become self-supporting 
organisations and assume a wider role in the Zimbabwean community in the UK. 

 
We have all experienced in the past the crippling food and fuel shortages and intolerable 

queues that we used to have back home. The triumph of the ZA extended family has  
been that queues for empathy and understanding remain as rare as  

magaro enyoka/izibunu zenyoka. 
 

May that spirit live long. 
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Margaret Ling told members that Prof Terry Ranger (Patron) was not able to be with us 
because he was in hospital. The meeting expressed wishes for his speedy recovery. 
 
ZA AGM 2011 Financial Report – Margaret Ling 
 
The Statement of Financial Activities included towards the end of the Annual Report 
summarises the ZA’s financial performance during the financial year to 26 June 2011. 
 
Copies of the full Report and Financial Statements as submitted to Companies House are 
available on request.  
 
Three main points about the ZA’s annual accounts are  
 
1. Context  
 
These are very challenging times for the voluntary and social enterprise sector and most if not 
all charities have had to take a hard look at their expenditure and to reorganise their activities 
to deal with economic recession. Some, including organisations in the refugee sector, have 
been forced to close down completely. Budget cuts and the loss of local and central 
government contracts have increased the competition for available grant funding.   
 
The ZA has been hit like everyone else. But in addition, we have entered a period of transition 
and change resulting from developments in Zimbabwe and the UK migration regime. 
 
2. Performance  
 
In these circumstances, the ZA’s annual 2010-11 accounts, while certainly not what we would 
like them to be, show that we have been able to survive and potentially to flourish in new 
conditions. 
 
Our total income for the year fell by 35%, from £79,048 to £51,716. This is a huge cut. 
 
However, our expenditure also fell, by 20%, from £71,053 to £56,532.  We began to take the 
necessary steps to streamline our activities and cut down on spending. The consequence 
was that the shortfall in our budget was held at a loss of £4,816 instead of a figure potentially 
much more serious. Huge thanks are due to Sarah and Sinead for their imagination, 
dedication and commitment in carrying this reorganisation forward in conjunction with the 
trustees. 
 
At the end of the year, the total funds at the ZA’s disposal stood at £46,812 compared with 
£51,628, a fall of 10%. 
 
3. The future  
 
We will be making every effort during 2011-12 to bring the budget back into balance again 
and to match our expenditure to our resources, while pressing ahead with our programme.  
The main steps to be taken are envisaged in the five core areas of work set out in The Year 
Ahead section on the preceding page of the Annual Report. 
 
We are pledging ourselves to continue the ZA’s core areas of work in signposting legal advice 
and supporting detainees. 
 
We will be taking responsibility for the archive of historical information that the ZA has 
collected over the last 10 years, so critical for justice and reconciliation in a new Zimbabwe. 
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Our three other areas, of self-supporting Drop In Centres, Partnerships and Community 
Support, Culture and Heritage, are all in line with our mission of empowerment. The ZA head 
office does not wish to grow itself, but to enable others to grow and take control. We do not 
want to expand the range of services that we provide centrally, but to equip our members with 
the resources to provide them for themselves within their local communities. We shall be 
seeking to manage our financial resources to reflect and support these aims.  
 
 
Resolution to the ZA 2011 Annual General Meeting from the Trustees 
 
This Annual General Meeting, noting 

o that the empowerment of individual members and of the Zimbabwean community are 
consistent with the Zimbabwe Association’s vision and goals 

o that members are organising themselves into self-help groups in a number of towns 
and cities in the UK 

 
Resolves 

o to establish a new class of Zimbabwe Association (ZA) membership for ‘ZA Local 
Groups’ who meet the following criteria: 

-  local community organisations of ZA members and supporters 
-  commitment to the ZA mission, values and goals, and to its non-partisan principles 
-  agreement to work within the framework of democratic accountability and standards 
of good practice set out in the ZA constitution (Memorandum and Articles) 

-  payment of agreed annual fee on application for membership to the ZA head office 
and approval by the Trustees 

 
The Resolution was approved by the meeting. 
 
 
Election of Trustees:  Margaret Ling and Edith Nenohwe retired as Trustees, and stood for 
re-election. The meeting approved their reappointment. 
   
Election of Advisory Committee:   Existing members of the Advisory Committee: Patson 
Muzuwa, Thomas Date, Sarah Harland, Stella Maravanyika, Mary Matambanadzo, Rejoice 
Mahwada, Delina Mutyambizi, Luka Phiri, Patrick Sibanda and Pelagia Zigangwe stood again 
for re-election and were approved by the meeting. 
 
A Question and Answer session took place resulting in stimulating and spirited conversation 
and much fighting talk about which Drop In Centre was best …Positive offers of help and 
contribution of skills and knowledge were received from members of the audience 
 
LUNCH: A delicious lunch of sadza and nyama was provided by Stella Maravanyika and ZA  
ladies from London who worked very hard. Thank you to those who helped set up the hall and 
clear away at the end.  
 
MUSIC: Thank you to Taku who so kindly provided some music to make everyone think of 
home; and to the Leicester Drop In choir who led some rousing singing and dancing; and to 
Handsen for his poetry 
 
RAFFLE: Thanks to all donators of prizes, to Louisa for selling tickets, to Tom and Patson for 
helping with the draw, and making sure everything was transparent and accountable! 
 
Members and supporters – thank you so much for sharing in the ZA 10

th
 Anniversary 

Celebration and a very safe journey home. 


